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By Eddi Frantz 

Wear What When  

a pretty print dress

’s

hi 
S pr i

n g

It’s spring! A season of fresh starts…so there’s      
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hat’s spring without a dress? It’s as essential to 
the season as l owers which, incidentally, are 
blooming all over the greatest dresses now. 
As a certain i ctional movie magazine editor 

once declared, l orals for spring are hardly ‘ground-
breaking’…but who cares about that when they are 
such an easy way to cheer up your wardrobe? Pick
any petal, from dainty little sprigs to big, full-blown
blooms. If you’re allergic to such prints, fauna works
just as well as l ora, such as in the colourful, fun 
butterl y print in the main image, or go for a bolder
(but nonetheless wearable), graphic tribal pattern in
neutrals or black and white – a look that’s still as strong
as ever this spring and summer and one we will see
more of in upcoming issues. 

So what shapes are i t to print? Stick to silhouettes
that are just as feminine; something that highlights
your curves in l attering wraps, sleek sheath styles
or ones that are i tted on top, l ared and l irty down
below. Whether they’re A-line, softly pleated, subtly
l ounced at the hem or are full, whirling, swirling
wonders, the season’s freshest shapes have some swing
or movement at the hem (Fancy something not so
frisky? There’s more variety in spring’s great dresses on
pages 22 and 23).
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Wear What When  

something 

sporty

emember how last 
issue we talked about 
how elements of active 
gymwear are crossing 

over into other areas of your 
closet? Well, here’s the proof, 
as sports-inl uenced looks 
stormed the international 
designer runways for spring. 
As far as trends go, it’s a 
pretty easy one to incorporate 
into your wardrobe, with 
its clean, simple lines, its 
i gure-l attering detailing 
and its easy, comfortable 
shapes…but you don’t want 
to look like you’re about to 
run a marathon. Just one 
sporty element is enough to 
update everything else, as 
in these sleek pants on this 
page with their drawstring 
waist and racy side stripes. 
Add some very un-athletic 
heels, a simple top, or even a 
sophisticated jacket, and see 
where they take you. 
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a slick jacket

ou’ll notice a cleaner, simpler, more sportswear-oriented sensibility 
emerging this season (and well into next year). It’s a movement that we 
applaud as everybody needs simple, workable (but not boring!) clothes 
that can be mixed or matched at whim to deliver any number of looks. 

A cornerstone of that sensibility is, of course, the jacket. Get that right and 
everything else falls into place. So what exactly is ‘right’ for jackets now? 
Something a little trimmer, shorter, slicker…and sometimes even shapelier, as 
peplums still are in play for 2014 (though in a softer, subtler way, as shown 
above). Even the classic ‘boyfriend’ jacket shapes up, looking fresher than ever 
in soft blush-y pastel shades. It’s perfect to throw over your basic jeans (the 
easier faded ‘boyfriend’ style shown here – the hems rolled up to show a bit of 
ankle –  was all over the most inl uential designer runways, such as in Marc 
Jacobs’ i nal show for Louis Vuitton in Paris), or just about anything. More 
slick tailoring from a New York legend on page 39.
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Wear What When  

an easy skirt

kirts have been getting longer and looser for quite 
a few seasons now … but when the world’s most 
inl uential designers such as Phoebe Philo at Céline 
make such a powerful statement with long, hanky-

point hemmed versions (not unlike the Simplicity style 
shown in an inset above), then it’s dei nitely the season 
of the long, loose and easy skirt.

Long and loose doesn’t however automatically have 
to mean heavy and cumbersome! Look for soft, super-
light fabrics, subtle gathering, not-too-full shapes that 
are smooth around the waist and hips, or irregular 
hems (as in the return of those handkerchief hems, 
along with last year’s hi-lo hemmed look; getting more 
inventive than ever with cut and panelling, as shown 
in the beautifully easy Simplicity style at left that gives 
a smart new slant to spring’s classic stripes). Wear with 
the simplest, smallest top and something heavier on the 
foot like a wedge-heeled sandal to anchor them. More 
easy skirts on page 55.



the shirt (or anything shirty!)

ad your i ll of stretchy little jersey tops yet? 
They’ve been ‘on top’ so to speak, for several 
years now, and show no sign of disappearing 
… but if you have, then this is the season for 

you! Shirts were a breath of fresh air on pretty much 
every designer runway around the world … but 
this certainly isn’t your basic, boring button-down, 
even if it comes in classic white or French blue. 
The shirt has been revitalised in breezy fabrics, 
interesting detailing and unexpectedly easy shapes 
(as in the cool McCall’s tunic look at right. More 
shirt updates on page 51). If you’re not one to 
go shirty, then the season’s shirtdresses may be a 
more feminine compromise (a true classic that 
looks great every spring … we show a great 
one on page 22). 



RMIT short courses in Fashion and Textiles are a great 

way to hone a skill or talent, to keep up with industry 

knowledge or to try a new area of interest.

 >  For further information contact 

RMIT Training on 03 9925 8111

www.shortcourses.rmit.edu.au 

Fashion and Textiles 

Short Courses
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Technically Speaking

A Pocket-less Shirt? 

By Judith Turner

Whether it’s for fashion or for the manufacturers 
to save money, shirts without a pocket are 
becoming more common. If you really need or 
want a pocket on that shirt, here is a way to 
create one using fabric from the shirt ...

he i rst step is to create a pattern for your pocket. 
The i nished pocket size for a large shirt pocket is 
approximately 13cm x 15.5cm (51/8 x 61/8in) and a 
medium size shirt 12cm x 13cm (4¾ x 51/8in).

In the middle of a piece of paper,
draw a rectangle to the appropriate
size. To the top of the rectangle, add
2cm (¾in) for the pocket facing; the
edge will be overlocked to neaten. If
you want to neaten the edge with a
turned-back hem, add an additional
6mm (¼in) to the facing. Add a 6mm
(¼in) seam allowance to the sides
and lower edge; this will create a
straight lower-edge pocket.
See photo 1. Follow diagram 1 if you
would prefer a shaped lower-edge pocket.

1 2

2cm 
(¾in)

1.5cm (5/8in)

Diagram 1
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So where is the pocket fabric coming from? The back 
shirttail! On average the shirttail from the waist to hem is 
36cm (14¼in). Even if the trousers are worn on the hip, 
there is still sufi cient to cut a section out and replace it with 
a different fabric that will still not be seen once the shirt is 
tucked in.

Unpick the hem of the shirttail and iron the hem allowance 
completely l at.

NOTE: If the fabric is a check or stripe, place the pocket pattern on 
the front of the shirt where it is to be stitched. Mark the stripes or 
checks (only the most prominent ones) onto the pattern piece for 
positioning on the shirt-tail; this ensures the pattern of the fabric 
will line up when stitched in place.

Pin the pocket pattern to the shirttail and cut out. 
See photo 2.

The replacement insert into the shirttail can be any fabric 
of a similar type and weight to the shirt fabric. Pin the pocket 
pattern to the insert fabric and add 2 x seam allowances to 
each edge; this allows for a seam allowance on the insert and 
the shirt and the stitching lines will match up. See photo 3.

Reinforce the corners. Clip into each corner at a 45-degree 
angle making sure not to cut the stitching.

Pin the insert fabric to the shirt along the top edge. 
See photo 4. Stitch in place, starting and ending at the 
clipped corners. See photo 5. Overlock to neaten the edges, 
see photo 6, folding the sides out of the way of the overlocker 
blades to prevent cutting the garment.

Pin the sides of the insert to the shirt, making sure the 
corners are l at. See photo 7. Starting at the clipped corners, 
stitch the sides together. Overlock both edges and press l at. 

3 4

65
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Technically Speaking

Topstitch around the edges of the inserted piece to keep the 
seam allowance in place, see photo 8, then re-hem the shirt 
using the same method as the original hem i nish. 

Overlock the top edge of pocket facing. Fold back the 
facing, with right sides together, and stitch at both sides 
using the 6mm (¼in) seam allowance. Turn right side out 
and press. Fold back the seam allowance of side and lower 
edges and press.

Pin the pocket in place, matching the pattern of the fabric if 
necessary, and stitch close to the edge. See photo 10.

Happy altering,
Judith aka genie 

Visit my website www.geniecentre.com and click on the Free Hints, 
or you can subscribe to my Free Monthly Newsletter. Exclusive 
entry to all Full Feature clothing alteration videos and digital 
eBooks is accessible through the ‘Magic Circle’ on the website. 

Workshops available.

To purchase Clothing Alteration Secrets Revealed by 
Judith Turner email judith@geniecentre.com or 
phone 0417 369 339
Price: AUD$54.95 (plus postage). 
Digital version available: AUD$39.95

3rd Edition now available
This is a revised and updated edition of the original book ... more 
illustrations and more content, but still with the Jean Genie on the 
front cover, and the DVD on how to use the Jean Genie.

9

8 10
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Wardrobe Planning

Swing
into RI

Spring has sprung and the weather is warming up, but there’s still a chill in the air. Layering is 
the best way of dressing to suit the temperature changes of any day. Kerryn has made the perfect 
lightweight jacket for such occasions, putting the energy of spring back into your life.

This stretch woven, cotton/spandex jacket is the perfect addition to your wardrobe.

By Kerryn Swan for Kerryn’s Fabric World 

Cool Colour PaletteJacket fabric: Stretch woven NK810, cotton/spandex, 140cm wide, $29m.Pattern: Vogue V8910 view B.
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Vogue V8910 is designed to suit most i gure types. It is very 
easy to make and is cut on the cross to give the jacket subtle 
curves without the cling. The curved hemline is designed to 
lengthen the legs at the sides and give a visual length illusion 
to the centre front and centre back. The stand-up collar 
lengthens the neck (and can help disguise a dowager’s hump). 
The front pleats at the side neck give another length illusion 
and plenty of room for an ample bust line. The spandex in the 
cotton fabric gives the wearer a slim i t but plenty of comfort 
as the fabric will stretch as you move. This jacket is the ideal 
travel companion. 

Natural i bre fabrics
NOW is the perfect time of year to stockpile your natural 
i bre fabrics as they are readily available from July through to 
December. You can view these on our website under: Stretch/
Woven (cotton/ spandex) > pants, skirt weight. When the 
new page opens, scroll through and double-click the fabric 
you like to enlarge the photo. Samples can be posted to 
colour match with other fabrics in your stash, but this does 
take time and the best prints do sell out very quickly. 

The % of the spandex
The higher the percentage of spandex in a fabric will mean 
your garment will keep its shape for a considerably longer 
amount of time. When purchasing fabric with a spandex/
Lycra® content, make sure it has 5% or more.

Tweaking this jacket to suit your personal colouring
Some fabrics are universal and this jacket is a good example. 
If you have a Cool colour palette you can wear a Black, Red or 
Pink top under it. For the person with Warm colour palette, 
try Lime Green, Yellow or Orange.

A fabric with such a dark background will look fantastic 
on a person with some darkness in their colouring, eg. dark 
eyes, dark hair or skin. Women with white or silver hair can 
look just as fabulous, as the black is the opposite to their 
hair colouring and they intensify each other. Women with a 
lighter, softer colouring would be better in a lighter or softer 
printed fabric colour combination as a garment is meant to 
match or highlight the individual, not overpower them.

Choosing the right colour strength is an area that many 
women get wrong. Knowing what will and won’t work is the 
route to success in any wardrobe. Here are a few examples:

coloured eyes. You will look your best in a dark, light and 
bright coloured outi t.

and brighter outi ts for maximum effect. 

hair and eyes. Look your best by wearing medium strength 
tone-on-tone outi ts. 

Warm colour palette

Cami fabric: Trinidad, polyester/viscose, 

colour 2 (Cream), 150cm wide, $24m.
Warm colour paletteCami fabric: Genoa, 100% polyester, colour: Coral, 150cm wide, $24m.
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Travel wardrobe suggestions
To go with your printed jacket, pack the following:

depending on the climate and how much leg you feel

or microi

TIP: When making a plain top to go under a printed jacket, don’t
just stop at one! Why not have a singlet, a short-sleeve, ¾-sleeve
and a long-sleeve, then you have the right top for any time of the
year. These tops need to be in fun colours, but if you have a large
bust or tummy, try Navy if you are a Cool colouring or Chocolate if
you are a Warm colouring.

Kerryn’s Fabric World,
19 Trinder Ave, Maroochydore, Qld 4558.
Phone: (07) 5443 1360
Email: kfabrics@bigpond.com
Website: www kerrynsfabricworld com

Cool colour palette 

Cami fabric: Genoa, 100% polyester, colour: Red, 

150cm wide, $24m.

Muted soft colour palette
Fabric: Maverick, 100% polyester, colour Ruby, 

140cm wide, $23m.

Cool colour palette 
Cami fabric: Barbados, 

cotton/spandex, 
colour: Fuchsia, 

120cm wide, $24m.

Warm colour palette
Cami fabric: Barbados, cotton/spandex, 

colour: Oregano, 120cm wide, $24m.
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By Eddi Frantz – Vogue

Latest Pattern Trends  

The original source for classic                          American sportswear cleans up its act …  
              in sharp city suiting with a modern twist.

‘MELTING LAPELS’ AND CROPPED 

PANTS UPDATE THE SUIT – ANNE KLEIN 

V1388: 

Anne Klein 

www.voguepatterns.com



By Eddi Frantz – McCall’s
Latest Pattern Trends  

CHANGE OF 

SHIRTDRESSING IN BREEZY 
CHECKS – M6891 Palmer 
Pletsch ‘Easy’: 

BRILLIANT PRINTS TO A 
‘T’(SHIRT!) – M6886 ‘Easy’:

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE A-LINE 
– M6889 ‘Easy’: 
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 A DRESS ...

MORE SHIRTDRESSING IN 
FUN PRINTS – M6885 ‘Easy’: 

(main image) Sew dress and hat in 
crepes, chambray, cotton blends 

or polished cotton. 
Misses' sizes: 8 – 24. 

 
THAT’S A WRAP- M6884 ‘Easy’: 
(above inset) Sew in medium-weight 

moderate stretch knits such as 
jerseys, cotton knit or novelty knits. 

Misses' sizes: 6 – 22. 
 

SPORTY SPLICE - M6887 ‘Easy’: 
(lower inset) Also in  t and  are 
versions. Sew in poplin, sateen, 

cotton blends or twill. 
Misses' sizes: 6 – 22.

Dresses are on the move 
for spring … with bright colour, 
joyous prints, sexy wrapping, 
sporty splicing or easy 
shirt styling.

www.mccallpattern.com
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Figure Focus

by Lynn Cook

ddle years inluence how you see yourself. If it is the mature
, frame your face, elongate the i gure and enhance your curves 
well-balanced fashion statement. Remember to stretch that 

s possible, especially if you are in the shorter height category, 
ts that l atter rather than camoul age the body.

he middle years of life can bring chaos and personal change 
than appealing. As we analyse the human body, a common 
rops up with regularity is the thick-waisted individual. 

not be happy with these body changes, the i gure can easily 
a more appealing presence.

you are a mature rectangle, follow the measuring techniques 
described below.

ody
ur outer gear off and measure

hile in your underwear. You
ure in inches across the width
waist and hipline (or thighs if

See diagram 1. Please note the
ot measure the circumference
parts. To simplify measuring

bon or twill tape at the exact
dy part. Notice that we started

nches – there is a reason for this.
ese three separate measurements
ach by 2.5. This will give you a

hat is in centimetres. These three
can now be used to plot your

nto a standard sheet of paper.
ent chart.

ur igure onto paper, mark a centre line on the page. At the top 
draw in a horizontal line centred on the vertical line. Draw in 2 
ontal lines 3cm apart. Starting with the shoulder width, centre the 
ent on the top line, marking a point at each end. Do the same for 
t measurement on the middle line and hip measurement on the 

m line.

Compiled

Do not let the mid
rectangle for you,
subtly to create a
igure as much as
and sew garment

Entering into th
that may be less
igure type that c

While we may
be balanced for a

To determine if
and diagrams as

Measuring the bo
This means get you
key body parts wh
now need to measu
of your shoulders,
wider than hips). S
term width – do n
area of these body
the waist, tie a ribb
location of this bod
by measuring in in
Once you have the
in inches, divide e
smaller number th
smaller numbers
life-size body on
See measureme

To plot you
of this line, d
more horizo
measurem

the waist
bottom

Diagram 1

Waist

High hip depth

High hip 

Vogue V1179

40
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Draw a vertical line down from your shoulder width then
compare the waist and hipline width to the shoulder width.
You should be able to see if your hips are wider or smaller
than your shoulders. Join the points to show your waistline
curve in relationship to your shoulder and hip width. If
you are a mature rectangle you will ind that there is little
difference between the three main body curves. Your body
map will resemble diagram 2. Even a ‘slight’ rectangle may
result in the same body map. It is a matter of considering all
the body characteristics and age when deciding if you are a
slight rectangle or a mature rectangle.

The mature rectangle igure is generally over 40, may be
perimenopausal, menopausal, or post-menopausal, has either
a deinite tummy, a thick waist, a low full-bust, or full high-hip.
A slight rectangle is generally a female shape that has minimal
curves or simply does not have a strong waistline curve but is
otherwise slim throughout. The guidelines in this article are
designed to balance the igure type that is a mature rectangle.

Styling guidelines for the mature rectangle
The most important thing to remember is that you do not
camoulage your entire body. Most women in this igure

category notice the strong chang
body and have the desire to hide
enhance their shape. Usually the
an unstructured sack-like garme
reality tends to accentuate the pr
than camoulage it. So, irst of al
you need to enhance your best f
then ignore the rest.

The best way to enhance your
body is as always to attract atten
to your face. Why? Because your
face is always your best feature
– it is your human component.
Treat it with the respect it
deserves by framing your face
with great necklines and a good
strong shoulder line. Apart from
enhancing your face the next
important concept for the matur
rectangle is to elongate the igur
This is of greater importance
for the mature rectangle that is
less than 162cm (5ft 4in); the
average 162cm – 170cm (5ft
4in –5ft 7in) to a tall 172cm (5ft
8in+) rectangle has somewhat
more latitude in design selection
The inal concept to consider
when clothing a mature rectangl
is the building of subtle curves.
As already mentioned, if you are
a rectangle and wear a rectangle
that is how you will look. If you
are a rectangle and you create th
illusion of curves that is how you
will look. Which would you pre

The face
Attention can be drawn to your f
by using interesting necklines th
the shape of your face and neck l
V-necks and deep scoops are bes
purpose as they draw attention u
face and span a line out to the sh

Lengthening the igure
Choosing long, streamlined
silhouettes easily lengthens
the igure. This effect is maximised
when simple fabrics and continuous colour are combined
with subtle curving seam lines such as princess lines. The
elongation of the igure is improved when hosiery and shoes
blend in colour with the hemline of the garment.

Many people complain that this is not practical – but it is.
It can reduce the need for many pairs of shoes if you purchase
fabric that only blends with the shoes you have.

Shoulders: 15in
15÷2.5=6cm

Waist: 13½in
13½÷2.5=5.4cm

Hipline: 15½in
15.5÷2.5=6.2cm

Measurement chart

Diagram 2
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Figure Focus

Creating curves
C il d he igure by 

ulder line then 
tle shaping 
ot have a 
mportant 
ds that suit 
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d shoulder 
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e mid-section 

of the garment can be easily altered therefore it is ine for the 
mature rectangle to purchase her pattern size in the usual 
manner using bust and hips as a guideline. 

Pattern alterations for the mature rectangle
The Midriff: The midriff includes the waist and the high 
hipline. To alter for these areas on the pattern it is important 
to determine how much wearing ease you prefer and where 
exactly on the i gure the prominent curve exists. First, while 
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Diagram 6

Diagram 4

Diagram 5

Diagram 3

in this area of the garment. Please remember to make any 
i ne adjustments in a gradual manner to maintain a smooth 
silhouette. See diagram 5.

Derriere: If you have a l at derriere you will i nd it helpful to 
eliminate some of the garment fullness from the back pattern 
piece to help balance the i gure. This is done by folding out 

the required amount through the back piece, from the bottom 
hemline straight up to the garment waist. This will move the 
position of your darts, which can simply be redrawn in the 
appropriate place. If you i nd that the waist is now too small, 
release some of the dart allowance from the back waist darts 
and the side seams as required. See diagram 6.
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Fabric Stores Nationwide

Ph: (03) 9654 7677 - 60 Elizabeth St, Melbourne
Ph: (03) 9388 0700 - 396 Lygon St, Brunswick East
E: clegs@clegs.com.au
Facebook.com/ClegsFabrics

For all your sewing, knitting and haberdashery supplies and

more. We specialise in bridal, evening wear and fashion fabrics 

and stock all Vogue, Burda, New Look, Butterick, McCalls and 

Simplicity patterns. Come in and lose yourself in our beautiful 

range of fabrics for all occasions.

Or choose from our massive range of quality Australian and 

imported yarns, to knit the perfect winter garment or throw.

Our expert and attentive staff are here to help.

Open 7 days a week at our City store and 6 days a week 

on Lygon Street. Visit us online at www.clegs.com.au.

YOUR ONE STOP FABRIC SHOP SINCE 1925!
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Ingham Sewing Centre

23 Palm Terrace Ingham QLD 4850  —  Ph: (07) 4776 1688  —  admin@ingsewingcentre.com.au P
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METRO FABRICS

WE STOCK A LARGE SELECTION OF:
Lycra (100 colours), stretch mesh, stretch satin, powernet, silk
chiffon, georgette, organza, lace, velvet, tafetta, satin, jersey,

cotton, linings, elastics, trims and accessories. We send anywhere!

OPEN: MONDAY TO THURSDAY 8.00AM - 4.00PM,

FRIDAY 8.00AM - 3.30PM AND SATURDAY 10.00AM - 2.00PM

P O UP BL !!!!

t 1111 /// 9999999 ss iHHH y e e NN 222 444

PP )))) 9 |||| l:lll:l: iiiiiinfnf @met fof cc m u

10% DISCOUNT

GO TO: www.metrofabrics.com.a

FOR CONTACT DETAILS AND PRODUCT LISTINGS
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Light

Skirts lighten up and loosen                         up for spring…in  oating shapes and uttery fabrics

K4042: Pull-on skirt has six
panels, separate waist casing
and narrow hem. One version
has contrast panels and ru es,
as shown at right. Sew in cotton,
cotton types or linen.

KWIKSTART K4061: Skirts
have waist gathered to waistband
with hook-and-eye closure, side-
seam pockets and back zipper.
Shaped hem in two lengths. Sew
in challis, rayon blends, cotton
types or silk types.

All styles this page: Misses’ sizes:
XS-S-M-L-XL.

www.kwiksew.com

K4061

K4061

K4042

K4042
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A Passion for Paisley (above)
1. P/Antionette, polyester/cotton/spandex, colour: Denim Blue (Ross), 150cm wide, $34.99m.

2. Plain Genoa, 100% polyester, colour: 7 (D&M), 150cm wide, $45.99m.

3. P/Louis, polyester/cotton/spandex, colour: Denim Blue (Ross), 150cm wide, $34.99m.

Spot – On! (right)
1. SSH7002, 100% silk twill, colour: Navy (Sericin), 135cm wide, $69.99m.

2. Grey Spot 20869, silk/rayon blend, colour: 1 (D&M), 140cm wide, $32.99m.

3. SSH0848 Printed Chiffon, 100% silk, colour: Grey (SS), 135cm wide, $49.99m.

Background photo
Silk Crepe Cabaret, 100% silk, colour: Oyster (F-ex), 140cm wide, $100m.

1 32



Paisley & Spots

Sckafs Fabrics will email you suggested pattern numbers plus a photo of any fabrics, trims, buttons and colour scheme on
request. Imagine having friendly expert advice on hand to help you decide on your next inspirational sewing challenge. The
possibilities are endless, just take time out and visit Sckafs Fabrics to make your dreams come true.

Fabrics

ACN010364737 ABN26309134357

1 32

Latest Fabric Trends
– Sckafs Fabrics

Contact Sckafs Fabrics
Shop 1002, Indooroopilly Shopping Centre, 
Moggill Road, Indooroopilly, Qld 4068.
Phone: (07) 3378 8591 
Email: sckafsfabrics@optusnet.com.au
Website: www.sckafsfabrics.com.au
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Ph: +64 9390 1090
Auckland – New Zealand

Dressmaking with Stitches readers promotion An additional 10 FREE Credits

WHEN YOU SIGN UP ENTER CODE COUPON NUMBER 15914

D
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desig
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of 20

choo

hes readers’ promotion – An additionalYour LESSONS and

CREDITS free or purchased

never expire

REGISTER

FREE AND GET

No matter your level of experience, you will find

the answer in The Sewing Coach lessons website.

All 128 SEWING lessons are now available

individually – The lessons cover Essential Sewing

Skills, The Easy Way to Sew Stretch Fabrics, Soft

Lingerie and Everything about Overlocking.Lingerie and Everything about Ove



Have you been inding it diicult to get hold of good

quality knit and stretch fabrics? Well you’re not alone – 

from what I hear, it’s the same all over Australia.

Hopefully this will help – from our Knitwit retail store

in Perth, we supply Knitwit fabrics Australia wide. We

have a stock of over 650 bolts of top quality Knitwit knit

and stretch fabric, including the legendary Knitwit basic

plain fabrics like Monaco double knit, Dunedin rugby

knit, Trevi ribbed knit, Bianca mercerised cotton knit

and many more.

If you would like to learn more about what Knitwit has

to o�er these days, I can send a FREE introductory

set of current Knitwit swatches.

I can also send you FREE sets of swatches of all the

colours of our most popular Knitwit basic plain fabrics, - 

Monaco double knit, and Dunedin rugby knit.

E-MAIL ALERTS

Would you like to receive a Knitwit Alert email

whenever new fabrics are added to our web site?

If you would like to receive Knitwit Alert e-mails in

future, please use this coupon or phone:

1300 85 2122

Wendy Gager

Knitwit has over 650 bolts of top quality knit and

stretch fabrics in stock at its Perth retail store

YES Please send me Knitwit Alert e-mails (not

more than monthly) when you have new knit and

stretch fabrics on your web site

E-mail______________________________________

YES Please send me my FREE introductory

set of Knitwit swatches

Name_____________________________________

Address____________________________________

________________State______Postcode________

Knitwit, Reply Paid 66099, 4/142 Stirling

Highway, NEDLANDS WA 6009

(08) 9389 1777

Phone 1300 85 2122
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Australia’s source of quality 

knit and stretch fabrics

Limited

Offer

FREE Introductory

Knitwit Swatches

FAX

Or submit request online at knitwit.com.au

Quality Knitwit 
fabrics delivered 
to your door

  
to readers of Stitches Magazine
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Technically Speaking

    

By Glenda Sparling – Sure-Fit Designs™

Is there an easy way to get a commercial pattern to fit your 
unique shape? You choose the latest style in a commercial 
pattern. You read the back of the pattern envelope and choose 
the size that seems to be most appropriate for your body. You 
then you sew it up with great anticipation, only not to have it fit 
in the end. How disappointing!

Enter the personal sloper! With the Sure-Fit Designs™ i tting 
system, we prefer to call this your body blueprint because that’s 
what it does…it blueprints your unique shape and size. The industry 
refers to this as a sloper or a basic block, which can be a bodice, 
skirt or pants block. Whatever the name, it performs the same role. 
Your body blueprint is drawn to your exact measurements and 
allows for just the minimal amount of wearing ease. 

NOTE: The following wearing ease amounts are given in the 
Sure-Fit Designs™ body blueprint:
Bust circumference = 6.4cm (2.5in)
Waist circumference = 2.5cm (1in)
Hip circumference = 7.6cm (3in)

From your body blueprint/sloper you can then design your 
own pattern styles or you can use it to help you i t those 
commercial patterns. This article will offer you some general 
guidelines as to how best to use your bodice body blueprint 
to rei ne the i t of a commercial pattern. It’s a powerful 
tool considering that with your blueprint you’ve already 
resolved your major i tting issues. Why should you have to 
re-solve those issues over and over again each time you use a 
commercial pattern?

Size: Choose the commercial pattern size that is the 
closest to your size – e.g. compare your bust, waist and 
hip measurements to the measurements given on the 
commercial pattern.

Seam allowances: Since most commercial patterns already 
have a seam allowance, make sure your body blueprint/sloper 
also has the seam allowance drawn in place. Alternatively, if 
you are working with a sloper without seam allowances, then 
you must make sure you mark and remove the allowances 
from the commercial pattern.

Garment ease: Analyse the look and feel of the commercial 
pattern. Is it intended to be loose with lots of design ease, or 

Design details

Centre front 
detail

Neckline

Armscye 
shape

Sleeve

Garment ease
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more i tted and shaped to the body with the minimal amount 
of wearing ease? Read the pattern back details for intended 
ease and i t.

Dart location: Where are the bodice darts? Have they 
been moved into a design feature like a princess line, 
gathers or tucks?

Neckline: Analyse the neckline. Is it with or without a 
collar? If it has a collar, what shape of collar is it? Flat like 
a Peter Pan collar, convertible as in a rolled collar, standing 
like a Chinese/Mandarin collar, lapel or shawl collar. If it 
doesn’t have a collar, what is the shape of the neckline – ‘V’, 
u-shaped, heart, square, asymmetrical, etc?

Centre front detail: What’s happening with the design at 
centre front? Does it button up the front, thereby requiring a 
button extension and a facing? Is it a pullover with the centre 
front on the fold? Or does it close with a zipper at centre front? 
How does it i nish? Whatever the commercial pattern detail, 
can it be copied directly onto your bodice blueprint/sloper?

Armscye shape: Look at the armscye shape. There is no 
doubt that the shape will be different from your blueprint/
sloper. The Sure-Fit Designs™ bodice armscye is likely 
higher and gives a closer i t to your body (the higher the 
armscye to your underarm – within reason – the more 
mobility you actually get in the range of arm motion). The 
commercial pattern armscye, depending on its intended 
design and ease, will likely be lower, deeper. This can give 
more ease, but not necessarily a better i t.

Sleeve: Does the pattern have a sleeve or is it sleeveless? If 
you choose to use the commercial pattern armscye shape 
for design purposes, you must use the corresponding sleeve 
cap. Of course, you would then need to shorten or length the 
hem level. Or perhaps you might also have to do a large arm 
alteration. It would all depend on the style of the sleeve. If 
you prefer the i t of your blueprint/sloper armhole, you must 
use your sloper sleeve cap, but you could always change the 
design details to correspond to that of the commercial pattern, 
which might be a unique hem length or shape treatment.

Design details: Read the pattern-back information for 
any special design details. Is the pattern supposed to have 
shoulder pads etc? This will affect the height and width of the 
shoulder line.

Differences: It’s generally safe to say that no two commercial 
patterns will be alike. Working with and i tting your 
commercial patterns will always be a process of individual 
evaluation based on that specii c pattern in comparison to 
your body blueprint/sloper. 

Now that you’ve analysed the differences between 
your body blueprint/sloper and the commercial pattern, 
where and how do you begin drawing the changes to the 
commercial pattern? Here are some general guidelines:

45
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Technically Speaking

the i

To see video examples of using the Sure-Fit Designs™ 
body blueprint to help i t commercial patterns, go to the 
Sure-Fit Designs™ online Learning Center Video Library 
and to this specii c page: http://www.sfdlearningcenter.
com/Fitting-Commercial-Patterns.html  

To order Sure-Fit Designs™ kits, contact Glenda Sparling
Email: info@surei tdesigns.com 
Website: www.surei tdesigns.com

Front

Sleeve
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NOTE:

Jacket

Back



Latest Fabric Trends 
– Knitwit

By Wendy Gager for Knitwit

Wendy and her team love having fun with the 
new fabrics that are constantly arriving at their 
shop, so much so that they can’t wait to try them 
out with either new or tried-and-tested patterns. 
And, they call this work! Wouldn’t we just love to 
work like this every day! 

Fabric: Aria printed digital knit, polyester/spandex, 
colour: Blue (also comes in Red colourway), 
145cm wide, $17.95m.

Pattern: Butterick 5954 view B. Close-i tting and 
l ared pullover tunic. 

This pattern falls superbly and comes in views 
A,B,C,D. You can combine different sleeve lengths and 
add a collar if you desire. A beautiful draped style and 
it’s decidedly slimming.
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Fabric: Overlay/sleeves/collar – Nola printed knit, 
polyester/spandex, colour: Royal/Turquoise, 
145cm wide, $18.95m. Underlay: Mayfair knit 
(a basic polyester jersey), polyester/spandex 
blend, colour: Dark Teal (*see below for other 
colourways), 145cm wide, $17.95m.

* White, Wheat, Cerulean Blue, 
Jacaranda Blue, Turquoise Green, 
Red, Dark Teal, Purple, Royal, 
Moss Green, Brown, Dark Plum, 
Ink Navy and Black.

Pattern: Butterick 5954 view D.
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Fabric: Arcadia printed knit, 
polyester/spandex, colour: Black/
Blue/Green (also comes in Black/
Grey/Taupe), 145cm-150cm wide, 
$17.95m. 

Pattern: Burda 6990 view A. Pattern 
has four neckline variations. 

Fabric: Miami printed scuba knit, 
polyester/spandex, (Scuba is a 
high-fashion thicker polyester 

knit), colour: Multi, 150cm wide, 
$26.95m. Also comes in six plain 

colours: Black, Royal, Rust, Stone, 
Sungold and Chartreuse. 

Pattern: Burda 7161 view A. This 
pattern is suitable for slim-i tting 

tops or skirts for wovens or knits. 

Fabrics and patterns are from Knitwit 
Contact: Wendy Gager, Shop 4/142 Stirling Highway, Nedlands, WA 6009. 

Phone: (08) 9389 1222 Local call cost outside Perth: 1300 852 122 
Email: wendygager@knitwit.com.au  Website: www.knitwit.com.au 

Latest Fabric Trends 
– Knitwit
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By Eddi Frantz – New Look

Latest Pattern Trends  

Shirt

COLOUR, PRINT, FILMY FABRICS AND 

LONG SHIRTTAILS REDEFINE WHAT’S 

ON TOP – 6266: 



4452

U L T  C L A S S I C S
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By Eddi Frantz – Simplicity

Latest Pattern Trends  

1467 – TOP, JACKET, PANTS & SKIRT: 

1464 FULL SKIRT:

1467
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Regular Feature

Every issue we present the latest in fabric trends, but how 
often do you look at those luxurious fabrics and wonder 

what pattern styles would be suitable for them? 
Here’s some inspiration for these Martin & Savage fabrics ...

Turn to page 10 

for full details.
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Vogue V9005Vogue V1395

Vogue V8905

McCall’s M6704 McCall’s M6760

McCall’s 

M6704

McCall’s M6743

Burda Style 7087

McCall’s M6835McCall’s M6960







Little Black Dress 

with a Twist

N
othing completes a

woman’s wardrobe like a

Little Black Dress (LBD).

Runways, movies and red carpets

are filled with them, with the ABC

(amazing, bizarre and classic) of

fashion often represented at an

event.

With literally hundreds of rolls

of quality black fabrics in stock at

any given time, The Fabric Shop in

Queensland’s Gold Coast can well 

boast about its fabulous range.

At a recent Fashion Parade

held by the store, its owner,

Maria Tresols, asked “modelling”

participants to interpret their

version of the LBD. As models

involved included staff members,

friends and customers, the choices

were interesting, varied and in

keeping with their lifestyles and

personalities.

The Fabric Shop in Robina, on Queensland’s Gold Coast,
also offers a Mail Order service for intra or interstate customers.

ADVERTORIAL



In fact Maria called that

segment of the Parade “A Little

Black Number”. The result was a

collection of garments that inspired

those present and showcased

individuality and versatility, in a

testament to the store’s fabulous

range.

The garments included a casual

approach, as well as en elegant

take on this wardrobe staple. As

mentioned, age, size and lifestyle

were considered by participants,

but it was really a question of “Use

Beautiful Quality Fabrics, a Little 

Imagination & Stir”.

www.thefabricshoprobina.com.au

ADVERTORIAL

Commercial patterns were used, 

or adapted, for the purposes of

the exercise. The outcome was

inspiring and proof that no matter

our age, size or pocket, we can

all look stylish in A Little Black 

Number.

In the choices made, crepes,

laces, sheers and knits were all

represented. The Fabric Shop

imports many of its fabrics with

exclusivity in Australia. This made

the fabric selection for some of the

garments even more relevant.

For information on fabrics or patterns used, contact the store on 
07 5593 0016, or check their website, 

http://www.thefabricshoprobina.com.au/ for more images.
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Latest Fabric Trends 
– Martin & Savage Fabrics

A
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! Take your favourite fl owers and combine them with ‘painterly’ fl air, print them on georgettes 

and welcome spring!
 

Floaty georgettes inspired 

by Monet’s garden series 

and Gauguin’s Tahitian 
series add a touch of vibrancy 

and elegance to any wardrobe.

 

We suggest soft shirts with 

a simple camisole underneath 

or a l oat of a tunic top or 

a caftan! And, the added 

advantage, they just don’t 

crush so they’re perfect for 
travelling!

 

And, looking for a plain 

to complement them – our 

Martini crepe georgette 

has been coloured to perfectly 

coordinate with at least two of 

the colours in each print!
 
Happy creating – David 
Tinworth, MARTIN & SAVAGE 
FABRICS!

For stockist enquiries contact Martin & Savage (02) 9698 5811

1. Digital printed chiffon 73002, design: Disco
Flower, 100% polyester, colour: Multi,
145-147cm wide.

2. Martini 34064, 100% polyester, colour: Atantis,
140-142cm wide.

3. Martini 34064, 100% polyester, colour: Ivory,
140-142cm wide.

4. Martini 34064, 100% polyester,
colour: Mango, 140-142cm wide.

5. Digital printed chiffon 73002, design: 11685,
100% polyester, colour: Mango,
145-147cm wide.

6. Digital printed chiffon 73002, design: Flourish,
100% polyester, colour: Multi, 145-147cm wide.

7. Martini 34064, 100% polyester, colour: Petal,
140-142cm wide.

8. Martini 34064, 100% polyester, colour: Punch,
140-142cm wide.

9. Digital printed chiffon 73002, design: 15089,
100% polyester, colour: Plum, 145-147cm wide.

10. Digital printed chiffon 73002, design: Resort,
100% polyester, colour: Black, 145-147cm wide.

11. Martini 34064, 100% polyester,
colour: Black, 140-142cm wide.

3

5
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I o o illyy: (07) 3378 8591
l:l  sckafsfabrics@optusnet.com.au

All available at:

wwwwwww..sssscckkaaffssfffffaabbbriiiiccccssss..ccoooomm....aaaauuu
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  Technically Speaking

Neckline 
Problem!

By Maureen Thompson

Caftans are a beautiful fashion item to wear. They 
are comfortable and cool without compromising your 
appearance during hot summers. Many are made in 
diaphanous fabrics such as chiffon and georgette, so 
they l oat beautifully, and traditionally they have beaded 
necklines. Now this is where the problems can start. 
If the body of the neckline facing is not structured 
well with strong interfacing, the whole look can come 
unstuck with droopy and untidy results. This article 
shows you how to use a product called Rigilene to give 
an invisible 'stay' to support that neckline. 

Rigilene is available in any good fabric/haberdashery 
store. If you are a craft person, you have probably heard 
of it. If not, be assured every sewer should have some 
in her stash for emergency jobs. It can be used as collar 
stays, handbag frames and handles, in corsetry and 
millinery as well. It comes in several widths, and in colours 
of black and white (12mm width used here). 

1. Turn the garment inside out and measure the distance from
the top of the opening and extend down approximately 
4-5cm (1¾-2in) below the point of the 'V'. Cut two pieces 
of Rigilene to this length.

The droop is due to the weight 
of the beads and not enough  
interfacing in the facing ... not a 
good look!

2. From the top of each piece, measure and mark the distance 
from the top of the opening to the bottom of the ‘V’ point; 
this is where you are going to change its direction. 

1 2
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Technically Speaking

3. Cut out a little wedge, as shown, to allow the Rigilene to
bend, BUT DON’T CUT RIGHT THROUGH, it is best to
leave a little ‘hinge’ to keep it all together.

4. Zigzag the wedge closed, making sure you have the correct 
shape, then stitch both pieces together. 

5. Check it up against the neckline shape in case there are
adjustments to be made.

6. Now reshape by wedge, cutting the top and bottom of the 
Rigilene to avoid unravelling. 

7. It is now ready to be stitched into place. However, due to 
how the beading has been stitched, it is not always possible
to it the Rigilene up under the facing as shown, so an 
alternative method can be used ...

8.  Prepare a wide piece of bias binding by ironing it l at. 
Make this a colour that will complement your fabric 
colour. You could even use satin if you prefer.

3

6

4

5

7 8
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9. Measure the size of the casing and stitch. Turn it through,
keeping the seamed edge to the centre so the gentle curve
won’t bulk up at the outside edge.

10. Iron the covered Rigilene pieces lat.

11. Stitch these two pieces together, then inish off the top
and bottom.

12. Hand-stitch your covered piece to the wrong side of
the V-neck.

Now you have a perfect result
that will make your neckline
stand beautifully.

11

109

12
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CREATIVE DOODLING & 
BEYOND Doodle Book & Kit
By Stephanie Corfee
In addition to a 40-page project book packed 
with more than 20 inspiring prompts and 
projects, this kit comes with a selection of 
colourful art tools designed to help anyone 
turn their doodles into impressive works 
of art! Creativity ideas provide imaginative 
concepts to spark fresh inspiration, while 
doodling exercises and projects provide 
easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions for 
creating original doodled designs and crafts. 
From doodling crazy critters and creating 
scroll-like motifs to designing easy gift tags 
and a personalised seek-and-i nd game, 
artists of all skill levels will i nd loads of 
ideas and creative inspiration to help feed 
their doodling addiction.

With the professional quality drawing 
pencil, sharpener, eraser, 8 coloured pencils, 
8 i ne-line markers, loose-leaf drawing 
paper, lined paper, coloured cardstock and 
poster paper included in this portable, magnetic-
closure kit, artists are fully equipped for easy, on-
the-go creativity!

RRP: $29.99
ISBN: 978-160058-378-0
Publisher: Walter Foster

NICKY EPSTEIN’S SIGNATURE 
SCARVES — Dazzling 

Designs to Knit
By Nicky Epstein

Nicky Epstein’s Signature Scarves delivers 
what fans of knitting, and of Nicky, crave: 
her hallmark embellished style, her most 

popular techniques, and more than 30 
of her beautiful, unique designs. Nicky’s 

delightful and inspiring patterns range from 
a tweedy wrap with appliquéd leaves to a 

scarf sprinkled with bright knitted yo-yos, 
and others that use mosaic stitch, 

felting and shibori.

RRP: $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-936096-68-8

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books
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MASTERING HERRINGBONE STITCH — 
The Complete Guide

By Melinda Barta
Mastering Herringbone Stitch provides a solid overview 

of the second most popular beadweaving technique – 
herringbone stitch. Learn the basics of creating l at bands, 

then advance into circular, tubular and spiral 
variations of the stitch.

Additional chapters cover combining herringbone with 
other beadweaving techniques such as peyote stitch, square 
stitch, brick stitch and right-angle weave. Other beadwork 

designers contribute project designs to demonstrate a range 
of styles. Twenty new step-by-step projects are included, 

with many variations. Take your beading to the next level 
with Mastering Herringbone Stitch a comprehensive guide for 

advanced beginners as well as an inspirational resource.

RRP: $34.99
ISBN: 978-1-59668-632-8

Publisher: Interweave

CREATING RIBBON FLOWERS — The 
Nicholas Kniel Approach to Design, 
Style, Technique and Inspiration
By Timothy Wright & Nicholas Kniel
Master the art of ribbon l owers!
Nicholas Kniel and Timothy Wright teach their method 
of creating gorgeous ribbon l owers in this collection of 
illustrated, step-by-step lessons. With only a few yards of 
ribbon, you can make the perfect embellishment for any 
garment, home decor item, wedding party and more.

 owers provide a wide range of options for any craft 
or sewing project.

l ower items, such as corsages, boutonnieres, French 
bulletin boards, bouquets and hair pins, or to design 
your very own creations.

and how to i nish the i nal l ower with clips, pins and 
stems.

RRP: $34.99

Publisher: KP Craft

All these book are distributed in 
Australia by Capricorn Link. 
For wholesale enquiries contact 
sales@capricornlink.com.au
Available from all good book shops.
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Lutterloh Patterns PO Box 63 Ohakune 4660 New Zealand +64 27 473-2227

The Lutterloh System

consists of 280 fashion-
styles and pattern-

designs, a sizing scale,
tailor & designer curves

and an Ebook with
additional information

and sewing
instructions. All this for
the Special Price of

only A$210
plus packaging &

postage.
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PATTERN MAKING……�e easy way!!
Use only two measurements to draft your own patterns

The Lutterloh Pattern Making
System can turn everyone into a

professional pattern maker.
You can make in minutes what it

takes tailors and dressmakers years
to learn and perfect.

• It's easy

• It fits

• Only use two measurements

• No complex calculations
or tracing

Th L tt l h P tt

The Perfect

Solution for

today’s busy

Sewer!

You never have to buy a pa� ern in your life again!  
To watch a video demonstration and/or to Order – please visit our website at

www.dressmaking.co.nz
Alternatively you can order by sending a cheque of A$230 to the address below.





SEWING MACHINE RETAILERS

• 5000 bolts of fabric
• Quilting classes everyday except

Monday: 9.30am – 12.30pm

147 Queen Street (spotlight plaza), Campbelltown NSW 2560
Email: sewstitches@bigpond.com

Phone/Fax: (02) 4628 4437
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• 5000 bolts of fabric
• Quilting classes everyday except

Monday: 9.30am – 12.30pm

147 Queen Street (spotlight plaza), Campbelltown NSW 2560
Email: sewstitches@bigpond.com

Phone/Fax: (02) 4628 4437
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CRAFT &

SEWING FORUM

Your one stop patchwork
fabric, machine and

accessories 

6

Janome 
DC6030 machine

katiesstitchbystitch
www.

.com.au

666

EVEN CHEAPER

ONLINE

10% OFF
our regular discount prices.

www.darncheapfabrics.com.au

enter the code 14876 at checkout.6

www.darncheapfabrics.com.au

NEX-16  -  Lace Trim

In store $7 95 Online $7.15

In store $19.95 Online $17.98

K-140 - Polyester Crêpe Fabric

K-110 - Poly/Spandex Fabric

In store $19.95 Online $17.95

NEX-14  -  Lace Trim

In store $5.95 Online $5.35
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120 vibrant shades of grosgrain ribbon

Double faced satin ribbon

Gorgeous printed ribbon

Hair accessory making supplies

Adhesives  Fabric fl owers 

Mob: 0415 926 567
For further information please visit:

www.sarahlauren.com.au
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Shop 17, Dorset Square
(opp K-Mart),
Boronia 3155

Phone: (03) 9762 6633
Email: sewliz@tpg.com.au

Specialising in:
Babylock Brother

Husqvarna Janome
Pfaff Singer

Classes in patchwork,
dressmaking and much more

Horn Cabinets
Big Shot Die Cast Machine Sizzix

www.lizsewing.com.au
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1/5 Main Drive Warana QLD 4575,
Open 9am-5pm Mon-Fri, 9am-1pm Sat

A Fresh Approach to Sewing,
Patchwork & Machine Embroidery

Phone: (07) 5493 4977
Email: kimzsewing@bigpond.com

www.kimzsewing.com

• Huge Range of Patchwork Fabrics
• Tour Buses Welcome

• FREE Postage for orders over $50
(within Australia)
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Quality Fashion, Basic
and Patchwork Fabrics.

Patchwork and Embroidery
Supplies and Classes

326 Gympie Rd (Opp, Westfield)
STRATHPINE Qld,

Ph 07 3205 5388

www.stumerssewingcentre.com.au

Best Price, The Right
Advice & Friendly Service.
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T
oday I read a question posted in one of the 
sewing discussion groups I visit that really 
struck me.

“I am wondering if I should give 
up sewing? Lately nothing i ts 

and I am fed up.”

As you can imagine the response comments were 
interesting and animated.

For what it is worth, this is my own contribution.

If the only reason you are considering giving up 
sewing is because things don’t i t, then that right 
there is the answer to your question. 

Learn what you need to solve your i tting patterns 
and then see how you feel. My suspicion is that 
after just one success you will be right back into it. 
Sewers are like that, permanent teenagers blown 
by the winds of despair moment by moment, 
depending on how the current effort is going. One 
compliment, just one “gee did you really make 
that?” and we are back in the saddle and galloping 
off down the freeway to the nearest fabric store. 

Listen, little new sewer, your despair over those 
last two necklines that gaped may be deep, but it 
is probably not profound. Take it from someone 
whose own high drama with the ups and downs 
of i tting has made her hard to live with for years. 
If you can get yourself up off the settee, where you 
have just thrown your hard-to-i t self, you can i nd 
lots of help to cure what ails you, or in this case 
that which gapes.

There are loads of good books, online courses, 
blogs and classes out there, and there are magazines 
like this one. Adapting a standard pattern to i t a 

real unique body is not uncharted territory. Other 
women, sloped and square shouldered, full-busted 
and l at chested, l at and round hipped,
have gone before you and triumphed. It
can be done and millions have done it
and left detailed instructions behind.

Fitting can be done.

Compared to life’s 
other challenges 
i tting is actually 
quite easy. Learning 
how to do a full-bust 
alteration is a piece of cake,
compared to say trying to teach
a wire-haired fox terrier not to bark,
or trying to not swing a golf club
like an idiot when a whole cart full
of men are watching.

Think about it. You can do this.

You might also want to consider
yourself right now in a stage of
sewing rehab. You need massive
support and baby steps to build
your coni dence.

Inform your family that they
must compliment you lavishly
on every garment you make until
otherwise indicated. Tell them
that comments like “aren’t both
the sleeves supposed to look the
same?” and “it looks like one
of my mother’s housedresses”
(unless of course it is a house
dress and for his mother) are
not considered helpful and
consistent with recovery.

Final Word

80

By Barbara Emodi
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Remember too that it is essential that you take 
it one day at a time. Forget the past and dispense 
with old associates. Pack up all your sewing 
disasters into large plastic bags and drive at 
11:00pm to one of those charity collection kiosks 
and dump them. After all one woman’s trauma is 
some teenager’s upcycled outi t, once she has cut 
it up and reassembled it with safety pins. Think 
about that, and all the good you can do by giving 
away your worries.

And return to 
normal life slowly, 
being fully aware 
how important it 
is to set yourself 

up for success at this stage, rather than 
a relapse. No fully lined i tted anything 
is allowed for the irst six weeks, and 
absolutely nothing with lapels until 
you are comfortable enough to drive, 
and only if it is a short trip to the 
fabric store.

Start off with something bland 
and see how you feel. Don’t rush it. 

Better to take it one step at a time than to try to 
do too much too fast and risk a set-back.

If it was me I would ease into short periods of 
sewing with say an elastic-waist pull-on skirt, 
and if that was comfortable I would try a T-shirt 
next. Hopefully you have a tried-and-true pattern 
somewhere about the house (if not I believe you 
can rent them), this being a pattern that you 
have made before and was ‘The One Thing I Ever 
Sewed That Fit’. Obviously this is something you 
should make again, and if it were me, again and 
again and again.

Just think of all the women who have gone 
through this and gone on to lead normal sewing 
lives. Yes, it will be uncomfortable for the i rst 

month, but you should start to feel better by 
the next pattern sale and in a year you won’t 

even remember this happened.

Trust me on this.

Nel’s Fabric 
Place

Large range of Dress fabrics

Janome sewing machines 
and service

Knitting wools, bags, needles 
and patterns

Haberdashery galore

Lots of helpful and 
friendly service

188 Hoskins Street, Temora NSW 2666
Phone/ fax (02) 6977 1760

Email : nelstoyandbookhaven@bigpond.com
APQ22-01_62

discount

FABRICS

Specialising in

patchwork fabrics

Come in and be inspired!
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• Patchwork fabrics from

as low as $8 metre

• Over 4000 bolts of fabrics

• Fat 1/4’s from $2 each

• General haberdashery, beads, threads,

battings & patchwork accessories

Also an extensive range of fashion,

sparkle, sequin and dance fabrics

www.gjsdiscountfabrics.com.au

Monday-Friday 9am-5pm

Saturday 9am-4pm

443 Lygon Street,

Brunswick East Vic 3057

Phone: (03) 9380 2989
Email: info@gjsdiscountfabrics.com.au

Our exciting

and incredible

range of fabrics

has to be seen

to be believed!



DON’T MISS OUT! 

On sale soon! 

All this and more

NEXT ISSUE Vol 26 No 5

 Celebrate Your Age in 
Spring/summer 2014

 The Latest Fabric 

 and Pattern Trends 

 Final Word

Using Wild Ginger’s 

 The Perfect Travel Wardrobe – 
 travel light, look fabulous!

 Make a Panelled Dress

 Spring 
Dressing!
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• Module based

• Start these courses at any time

• Learn in the comfort of your own home

• Hands on practical learning

International Diploma in Apparel 

Production or NZ Academy of 

Fashion Dressmaking Certificate

AUS 00116494755868  
NZ 09 4755868
E contact@fashiondesign.co.nz 

www.fashiondesign.co.nz

ST22-09-01

NEW Pattern Drafting 
only by Distance




